Scripture Memory, The BLITZ, and Media Fast Challenge
= SCRIPTURE MEMORY =
We feel that scripture memory is vital for teenagers! They need to plant God’s Word in their hearts to get them through the
challenges that will come. Scripture will give wisdom, encouragement, hope and everything needed to those struggling.
At camp we ask students to memorize scripture from their curriculum binder (received at camp). Each student must quote a
verse to get onto the dock each afternoon for lake time. And, to put our money where our words are, we daily draw from
students who have memorized a scripture, and if they quote the scripture correctly, we’ll give them a prize!
You can start now memorizing these scriptures that focus on evangelism…
Matthew 28:18-20 *

Acts 26:17b-18 *

1 Peter 3:15 *

* key camp scriptures

= THE BLITZ! =
Based on the training topic for the week (discipleship, evangelism, leadership, or reTHINKtruth), students will be given training
outlines and answers throughout camp that they can memorize and quote them for a prize.
Throughout the week small groups will compete with each other to answer challenge questions and quote scriptures based
on the daily training seminars. Then on the last day of camp, each small group will elect one of their members to represent the
group in The BLITZ, a final “game show like” challenge to win the prize for them all! We believe in students hiding God’s Word
and truths in their hearts and minds!

= MEDIA CHALLENGE =
Beginning two weeks prior to camp, Fun in the Son Ministries challenges every student and adult to fast from all TV, movies,
video games, music, social media, and websites (including YouTube!). In place of these things, we challenge you to memorize
scripture, pray, study the Word of God, witness to your friends and family, and do things that build the Kingdom of God.
We hear testimonies each summer of how those who participate in this fast feel they receive more from their camp experience
because they had already filtered out the distractions of this world and focused on God. Some even chose to continue their
fast, or parts of their fast, when they went home.
Every camper who completes the media fast and brings a completed media fast verification form will be entered into daily
$25 drawings at camp. NEW - If you complete this challenge you will earn 200 points for your BLITZ team!

(Cut here)

Media Fast Verification Form

(Bring this completed form with you to camp to participate in the daily drawings)

I hereby verify that

did successfully complete the two-week media fast for the GLORY of GOD.

Pastor or parent signature

Date
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